Introduction
Eugene Wigner once remarked that "[. . . ] the construction of machines, the function of which he can foresee, constitutes the most spectacular accomplishment of the physicist" [27] . The engineering approach in which mental conception precedes physical creation is extremely efficient, but at the same time severely limited by our capacity to predict the behavior of artifacts. If prediction is not feasible, however, engineering often proceeds with an essentially evolutionary approach. The early history of optical engineering is a case in point [ 1 I].
Prediction is computation. A physical system can be viewed as computing its own behavior and might be the 0-7695-1180-5/01 $10.00 0 2001 IEEE most effective architecture to do so. Whenever the prediction of the system's behavior is harder than the implementation and evaluation of the system itself, evolution may provide the shortest path to a system design that satisfies given requirements. In a planned design the requirements are used to instruct the construction or modification of the system. Evolution, on the contrary, creates a population of arbitrarily constructed or modified systems and applies the requirements to select a subset of the population for further modification. Thus evolution uses the implementation of a system (parent) to estimate the performance of arbitrarily modified versions of this system (offspring). The evolutionary engineering paradigm is not only capable of coping with self-organizing, globally interacting systems, but is particularly effective in this domain (cf. [24, 26] ).
The instructive use of the requirements for systems design is so familiar to human thought, that it is often assumed as the first explanation for any seemingly purposeful design.
Nature, however, utilizes evolution's selective paradigm on many different levels of scale. The design of species in ecosystems and of antibodies in the immune system are examples where the initial assumption of an instructive process gave way to an explanation based on a selective process [lo] . It appears that conformational state transitions in enzymatic catalysis could be the next process whose explanation will undergo this shift from an instructive to a selective paradigm [ 
171.
The key point that makes evolution attractive from the technological perspective is its reliance on arbitrary rather than directed system modifications. Since evolution does not depend on a predictable relationship between a given modification and system performance it can cope with numerous interacting factors and with situations for which mechanistic models are either not available or so complex as to be impractical [3] . This led to the idea of 'automatic research machines' that can search for ideal parameter settings in real world physical devices [20] . Random changes to the parameters are accepted (or rejected) if the new pa-rameter settings reduce (or increase) the distance to the design goal.
Evolutionary experimentation thus resembles the approach of a craftsman who does not theorize about his work but nevertheless achieves a high degree of perfection through constant feedback from interaction with the 'hardware' of his craft. The scouting algorithm described below is an attempt to capture another aspect of the craftsman's approach-the curiosity of his mind directing his attention to unexpected observations, free of any particular design goal. The potential significance of the observations can subsequently be contemplated with the aid of human creativity.
The role of context-sensitive components
The concept of scouting has been developed as a tool to identify behavior of context-sensitive components that may be exploited in computing devices. Components are context-sensitive if their function cannot be described without taking the system which they are part of into consideration. Such components are an invaluable source of complexity for the implementation of pattern processors [30] .
Complexity is a computational resource because the algorithmic complexity (IC) of the input-output behavior (f) of an information processor can never exceed the combined complexity of the processor's architecture (a) and of the program (pp) that specifies the behavior of the processor:
This follows directly from the definition of algorithmic complexity [4, 13. 251: K ( f ) corresponds to the length of the shortest description sufficient to generate f. Since the program pf in combination with a machine of architecture a is able to generate f , a description of pp together with a description of a constitutes a description of f. Hence the shortest way to describe f cannot be longer than the combination of the shortest descriptions of pf and a. Since almost all possible maps f have high algorithmic complexity IC(f)-a consequence of the fact that there are more inputoutput tables than descriptions that would be shorter than the tables-the low complexity K ( a ) of the conventional machine architectures makes programs of formidable complexity Q p ) inevitable. Consider, for example, the simple 10x 10 bit pattern (100 bit input) shown in Fig. 1 . There are 22100 possible classifications of the input patterns into two groups (1 bit output) such as 'accept' and 'reject'. A program that would implement an arbitrary one of these seemingly simple mappings is likely to be so long that it is entirely impractical. Conceivably, nature's molecular information processors employ context-sensitive components to efficiently implement complex computing operations. Moreover, biological systems allow for molecular self-organization to dynamically reconfigure their processing architecture [ 161.
Signal processing wetware
A number of different schemes have been proposed to employ specific molecular properties in artificial computing devices. Excitable and oscillating chemical reactions have been considered as a substrate for molecular computing. Rossler showed that many basic computer circuits can be simulated by chemical reaction systems [21] . The possibility of implementing bistable chemical devices has been investigated [23] . Simulation studies show that networks of bistable kinetic devices can exhibit artificial neural network type learning behavior [8] and thus the realization of chemical parallel computing architectures might be practical. For example, Pettit [15] suggested a design in which stacked chemical reactor slices are interfaced through a pumped fluid. That in fact the computational properties of active media can be considered not only in 'paper chemistry', but actually demonstrated in experiments, has been confirmed with a light-sensitive version of the BelousovZhabotinsky (cf. [22] ) reaction. A thin layer of this reaction medium is capable of performing elementary image processing steps such as contour enhancement and contrast inversion [12, 18, 191. In the early 1970s the idea of considering biological structures as natural molecular computers came up [ S , 141. Subsequently numerous schemes for utilizing biomolecules in artificial information processing devices came into consideration (e.g., [ 1,2, 91).
The use of macromolecules for information processing poses a problem in which the sought resource, molecular level interactions, goes hand in hand with the impracticality of foretelling system behavior [6, 71. This is particularly the case for proteins. As context-sensitive components they are refractory to simple mechanistic modeling but can be characterized empirically [291. The challenge is to map out component response with respect to numerous interacting factors, and to do so with a limited number of experimental tests. Fig. 2 shows the computer controlled fluidics of a setup developed to characterize the response of enzymes (i.e., catalytically active proteins) to various milieu conditions. This setup enables an evolutionary experimentation algorithm, running on a digital computer, to probe the response of enzymes. The computer can compose a chemical milieu from up to five substances and then measure the catalytic activity of the enzyme in the milieu.
It would be possible to specify a desired signal processing behavior as the goal for the evolutionary experimentation and to use the setup as an 'automatic research machine' of the type proposed by Rechenberg. However, to explore more generally the capabilities of proteins to serve as context-sensitive components in molecular devices, we are currently investigating the scouting algorithm described in the next section as a method of controlling the fluidics setup.
The scouting algorithm
The task of the scouting algorithm is the exploration of complex phenomena. To analyze and illustrate different scouting strategies we decided to emulate phenomena through gray-scale images. The z and y axes correspond to two factors with the gray values in the image plane representing the response for specific factor levels. This method has the advantage that phenomena with arbitrary and complex features can conveniently be prepared. For simplicity the following discussion will a m m e that only two factors are considered (i.e., a two-dimensional factor space), but all operations extend to higher dimensions as will be required, for example, to drive the five-factor fluidics setup shown in Generally in this application the knowledge that can be acquired is limited by the number of experiments that can be conducted, not by available computing resources. It is desirable that the samples be distributed in the factor space for maximum information gain. Fig. 3 illustrates the focusing of the sampling on detail rich areas that occurs with scouting.
The operation of the scouting algorithm that gives rise to the nonuniform sample distribution is depicted in Fig. 4 . in the factor space, is subjected to evolution. For each individual in the population first an expected response T' is computed from the contents of the experience database using a fixed hypothesis to extrapolate the known experiences.
Then the phenomenon is probed for the condition z resulting in a response r . The observation (z, r ) is compared to the expectation (2, r'). A large difference d(r, r ' ) between expected and actual response, i.e., a surprising observation, is associated with a high fitness value for the individual that requested the observation. The observation (2, r ) is also entered into the database of experiences and can contribute to the evaluation of the next individual. Every experiment performed on the phenomenon contributes to the experience stored in the database and consequently leads to a refinement of the expectation. For all results presented here the population size was ten, all individuals being offspring of the single best individual selected for reproduction. Thus, the individuals live for one generation only, Their fitness would in any case be low after one generation; after they have been evaluated once there is experience available in the database for the factor combination which they represent and subsequent experiments would not yield surprising observations (assuming no measurement errors). Individuals are derived through random variation of the location in the factor space that the parent individual represents. The magnitude of the variation is a function of the fitness of the parent. (Each factor is varied by a uniformly distributed pseudorandom amount less than f0.03 for a parent whose surprise value d (~, r') was above 0.7, less than f0.04 if d(r, r ' ) was above 0.2. less than f0.2 if d(r, r ' ) was above 0.05, and anywhere within the factor range otherwise.)
It is important to note that the algorithm does not optimize factor levels with regard to some desired response. Instead it rewards those individuals in the population that direct the search towards unexpected response behavior. The expectation is of course not constant and changes a s information is acquired.
The expected response for all points in the factor space forms a model of the phenomenon and becomes more refined with each experiment. The factor levels as well as the response level are normalized (0 <_ z I 1, 0 5 y <_ 1, 0 5 T 5 1). The expected response (r') for a location 2 in the factor space is computed from the observations closest to z. If the database is empty, the expected response for any location in the factor space is set to 0.5 (the middle value of the normalized scale), if only one observation is in the database, the expected response for any 2 is the same as the one observed response. In general a fixed maximum number of observations r (set to 10 for the runs reported here) is considered in the calculation of an expected response r'. The observations in the experience database are accessible through lists sorted by the factor levels of the observations. One such list is maintained for each dimension of the factor space. Fig. 5 illustrates the two-dimensional case, assuming that five observations (labeled a-e in the figure) have been entered into the experience database. The list L, represents the five observations sorted according to their xfactor levels and correspondingly L, represents them sorted according to their y-factor levels. To retrieve the observations relevant to computing the expectation for the specified experiment s=(z,,ys), first the lower neighbor of x, in L, is accessed (labeled A) and the corresponding observation d retrieved. For this example we assume that only three observations will be used to calculate the expected value. The distance of observation d from s in the factor space is computed and d entered into a list of potentially relevant observations ([d]) . The entries in this list are maintained in sorted order with respect to their distance from s. Next, the lower neighbor of s in the next dimension (i.e., from Ly) is considered and consequently observation c is added to the list of potentially relevant observations. Since c is closer to For the data presented we used in all cases the following hypothesis to derive the expectation from the relevant observations. The observed response values are weighted by the cubic distance between the location of the observation and the specified factor space location. The weighted average of the observed response values is then taken as the expected response. Sampling starts at a random location in the factor space.
In the example shown in Fig. 6 , the first samples are taken in the top center. Because the phenomenon shows a uniform response, only the first sample taken has some surprise value (being different from the 0.5 value assumed in the absence of any observations). Due to the low fitness of the parent selected from the first generation, the offspring shows broad variation in its factor levels and spreads in the factor space. Some individuals sample the area of fine detail in the upper center of the space. Unexpected observations from the factor combinations in this area yield high surprise values (shown in Fig. 7 ) and correspondingly high fitness for the individuals that discovered the area. The dark shadows visible in the right square of Fig. 6B, i. e., the model derived from the first 25 samples, attest to distant extrapolation in the sparsely sampled space.
As the population concentrates in the high fitness area, the experience in this area increases and consequently the expectations become more accurate. The decrease in surprise value leads to a wider spread in the population and to the possibility that a more interesting area of the space is discovered. After 14 generations the second detailed area in the factor space is discovered (Fig. 6D and the second burst in Fig. 7 ) and explored. Fig. 8 shows the clustering of sampling at factor levels that give rise to abrupt response changes and the concomitant reduced sampling density at factor combinations that yield a graded response. Fig. 9 gives an impression of how much the sample clustering varies among different initializations of the pseudorandom generator. 
Concluding remarks
We have developed a simple algorithm that specifies experiments for sampling the response of an unknown system. The aim is not to build models of context-sensitive systems, but to discover conditions under which the system shows interesting response features. To acquire as much information a 5 possible from a limited number of experiments, it is desirable that the algorithm sample the factor space densely in areas of complex behavior and sparsely in areas that show less factor interaction.
T h e results we have obtained so far show that the combination of a very simple strategy for evolutionary experimentation with a simple empirical modeling of the response behavior suffices for sample clustering to occur in areas of high interest. These findings are based on the application of the algorithm to phenomena emulated by gray-scale images, not to real world experiments. Further tests are required to evaluate the performance of the scouting method under noise in both the response and the factor levels, before it can usefully be applied in actual computer controlled experimentation.
Hardware evolution faces the dichotomy that only real physical implementations can harvest its full potency, but at the same time such implementations are impractical for any system short of a self-replicating one. Methods like scouting may be able to narrow the gap between simulation and experimentation as means for fitness evaluation.
